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Starting from the shallow water equations of a homogeneous rotating fluid we derive the equation 
describing the evolution of vorticity induced by a fluctuating bottom topography. By a twofold expansion in 
a small parameter, it is shown that nonlinear vorticity advection can be reduced to a quasi-linear form in the 
limit of small amplitude topography and for the topographic horizontal length scale being much smaller than 
the length of a tidal gravity wave. Topographic vorticity is then produced by two mechanisms, viz. planetary 
vortex stretching and differential bottom friction. For both mechanisms, the vorticity response functions at 
the basic forcing frequency and all of its higher harmonics, as well as the residual components, are shown 
to be given by sums of products of Bessel functions. We discuss the asymptotic behaviour of these 
response functions and compare them with other approximate methods of solving the vorticity equation, 
particularly the method of harmonic truncation. These results are used in deriving the exact shape of the 
residual velocity field for a one-dimensional step-like bottom topography. We show that in the absence of 
vorticity diffusion the residual velocity vanishes exactly outside a region of twice the tidal excursion length 
scale, in contrast to the result derived by the method of harmonic truncation. Inside that region the residual 
velocity profile can be expressed in Legendre functions, or equivalently as a hypergeometric function, and 
in an integral over Legendre functions. This result is finally used to calculate the shape of the residual 
velocity profile numerically. 

Keywords & phrases: quasi linear vorticity equation, primitive perturbation series, harmonic truncation, 
Fourier transformed solution, asymptotic regimes. 
1980 Mathematics subject classification 76 C 05, 33 A 40, 35 C 10, 42 B 10. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

When a long inertia-gravity wave propagates over a depth-varying sea bed, the horizontal length scale 
of which is much smaller than the wave-length, it has been shown that in the limit of small-amplitude 
topography a vorticity field is produced that contains, besides the fundamental driving frequency, also 
a residual (time-independent) part and higher harmonics due to nonlinear vorticity advection (Huth
nance, 1981; Robinson, 1983; Zimmerman, 1978, 1980). The small amplitude limit is a convenient 
means of dealing with this process mathematically because it allows a quasi linearization of the prob
lem and because it is possible to represent bottom topographies of any shape by their spatial Fourier 
transform, solving subsequently for the Fourier transformed vorticity field. The back-transformation 
then contains weighting functions by which the Fourier components of the bottom topography are 
multiplied. In this paper we derive these weighting functions, starting from the shallow water equa
tions of a homogeneous rotating fluid. The solution is derived in two steps. First the vorticity field is 
solved in a frame of reference moving with the basic "unperturbed" flow, giving the so-called quasi
Lagrangean vorticity field. Secondly, transforming back to a reference system fixed to the sea bottom 
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we obtain the so-called Eulerian vorticity field. We present a complete discussion of the asymptotic 
properties of the weighting functions so derived, which are of importance because of the existence of a 
"resonance peak" for residual velocity at topographic length scales of the order of the tidal excursion 
(Zimmerman, 1978, 1980). Finally we discuss the Fourier back-transform for a given Fourier represen
tation of the bottom topography. Here we are particularly interested in shape of the residual velocity 
field for a one-dimensional step-like topography. We give here, for the first time, the exact results for 
a topography in which the shape approaches the Dirac delta function. This exact result is compared 
with the approximations obtained by harmonic truncation of the problem concerned. 

2. BASIC EQUATION 

We start from the two-dimensional shallow water equations for a homogeneous fluid in a uniformly 
rotating medium (Pedlosky, 1979): 

~+u~+v~-fa 
at ax ay 

+ r-u- = 
D+Z 

_ g az + µ [ a'u + a'u l 
ax ax 2 ay 2 

(l) 

av 
+u ~+v.2!'..+fa + r-v- = _ g az + µ [ ai, + a'' ] (2) 

at ox ay D+Z Cly ax2 ay 2 

az a a 
at+ ax [(D+Z)u] + ay[(D+Z)v] = 0. (3) 

Here u and v are the x -and y components of the velocity vector and Z is the disturbance of sea 
level from its equilibrium position. Friction is represented by a linear friction coefficient, r, 
parametrizing vertical momentum transfer and by a horizontal eddy viscosity, µ. The Coriolis param
eter is denoted by f, the accelaration of gravity by g. 

For studying the perturbations induced by a spatially varying topography, the depth, D, below the 
undisturbed sea level is written as 

D(XJ') = H + h(XJ') . (4) 

Let h be a characteristic amplitude of the topography, then we assume h < <H, the latter inequality 
representing the limit of small amplit!!_de topography, which enables us to approach the solutions of 
eqs, ( l) - (3) perturbatively. Let 8 = h / H, and write 

U = Uo + 8u1 + 82u2 + .... , 

V = Vo + 8v1 + 82v2 + .... , (5) 

Z = Zo + 8Z 1 + FJ2Z2 + .... . 

To zeroth order in 8 we then have: 

auo avo auo r 
- - Vo (- - - + /) + U = 

at ax ay H+Z0 o 

a u 2 + v 2 a2u a2u --(gZo + o o) + JL(.--o + __ o) 
ox 2 ax 2 ay 2 

(6) 

avo avo Cluo r - + Uo(- - - + j) + V = 
at ax ay H + Z 0 o 

a uJ + vJ a2vo a2vo 
- -(gZo + ) + µ.(_- + -) 

Cly 2 Clx 2 ay 2 
(7) 

azo a a at + a;l<H + Zo)uo] + Cly [(H + Z0)v 0] = 0 (8) 

-
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where we have recasted the nonlinear advection terms such that they appear as vortex force and 
dynamic pre~sure gradient. Since the bottom is assumed to be flat at this order no topographic length 
scale enters the problem here. Supposing the wave described by (6) - (8) to be a small amplitude wave 
it is standard practice to linearize (6) - (8) by assuming the following inequalities to apply: 

U U a 
/Lo << I , (gH)'fz = H <<I (9) 

where U is a representative velocity scale, L 0 the wave length and a a representative scale for the 
amplitude of sea level variations which, from the continuity equation, (8), must be of order 
UTH / L 0, T denoting the wave period, from which the equality in the second part of (9) is derived. 
The first inequality, stating a small Rossby number, linearizes the vortex force in (6) and (7). The 
second inequality in (9), stating a small Froude number, linearizes the dynamic pressure gradient and 
friction term in (6) and (7) and the shallow water terms in (8). Finally we assume 

./!:I_ 
2 << 1 , (10) 

Lo 

making lateral viscous friction unimportant at this order. 
What remains is the linearized set: 

auo r azo 
at -Jvo + Huo = -gTx ' 
avo r azo - + fuo + -v0 = -g--at H ay · 
azo auo avo - + H[- + -] = 0 . at ax oy 

(I I) 

(I2) 

(13) 

For simple harmonic time dependence (I I) - (13) describe free propagating damped long inertio
gravity waves. We are not concerned here with the structure of these waves over length scales com
parable with the wave-length. As will become clear later on, in fact all we need is a "local" value for 
the velocity vector (u0 ,v0 ) for a prescribed local pressure gradient. Since a uniformly rotating fluid is 
an isotropic medium we may without loss of generality prescribe: 

az0 . azo 27T -gTx = Pe"11 , -gay- = 0 a= T (14) 

It is then easily shown that from (11) and (12) we have: 

[/2 + (-~-}+a2](_!'._) + ia[f2 _ (_!'._)2-a2] 
H H H 

Uo = ----------------- Peiat ' 
[f 2 + ( _!'._ )2- a2]2 + 4a2( ...!:.. )2 

H H 

(15) 

[/2 + (_!'._)2-a2lf-2iaf ...!:.. 
H H ----------- Pe;.,1 , 

[f 2 + ( ...!:.. )2-a2]2 + 4<12( ...!:.. )2 
H H 

Vo= (16) 

describing an elliptically polarized velocity vector. It should be noted that for f = 0 this ellipse 
degenerates to a line: 

(r /H)-ia p iat u0 = e , 
( ...!:.. )2 + <12 

H 

Vo= 0 , 

(17) 

(18) 
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whereas for f 2 = ( ~ )2 + a2 we have: 

p 
lvol = luol = 2(r I H) (19) 

We now proceed with treating (1) - (3) perturbatively in 8 = h / H going to first order in 8. Using 
(9) we then have: 

az1 a a fu + a;<Hu 1 + huo) + ay (Hv1 + hvo) = 0 (22) 

These equations can now be further reduced by the crucial assumption of having a topography with 
an intrinsic length scale that is much smaller than any length scale inherent in the zeroth order solu
tion of (11) - (13). The latter length scales can either be the wave-length (gH)'h.T, the Rossby defor-

mation radius (gH )'h./ f or a frictional damping length scale ~ T. Let these length scales (or at 

least the smallest one) be denoted by L 0 and let the length scale over which the bottom topography 
varies be L. We now assume: 

f = L / L 0 << l . (23) 

This suggest that we may regard (20) - (22) as a multiple scale problem. Introducing the "slow" vari
ables X and Y, related to the "fast" variables x and y by 

X = fX , Y = ~ , (24) 

so that 

and 

u0 = u0(X,Y,t), v0 = v0(X,Y,t), Z 0 =Z0(X,Y,t) , 

h = h(x ,y) , 

u1 = u 1(x,y,X,Y,t) + (9(f), 

v1 = v1(x,y,X,Y,t) + (9((), 

Z1 = Z1(XJi,X,Y,t) + 0(f), ) 
we have to zeroth order in f: 

au1 au1 au1 ru, rhuo 
-- + Uo- +Vo- -jv1+---- = 

ai ax ay H n 2 
az 1 [ a2u 1 a2u 1 l -g- +µ -- +--
ax ax 2 ay 2 ' 

av I av I av I rv J rhv O - + uo- + vo- +fu1 +---- = 
at ax ay H H 2 

az1 [ a2v1 a2v1 l -g- +µ -- +--
ay ox2 ay 2 , 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 
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-- + H - + - + u0- + v0- = 0 . az I { au I OV I } ah ah 
at ox ay ax oy 

(31) 

Further insight can be obtained by making these equations dimensionless by means of the following 
scaling: 

• • l • (x JI ) = -z<x iY), t = t / T, 

• • l • 
(u ,v ) = u<u ,v ), Z = Z /a = ZgT / UL 0, (32) 

h* = h I H. 

Then (29) - (31) become: 

[ au i . au i . au i . rT • rT • • ] ( -.- + A.u0--. + Av0 -.- -jTv 1 + -H u1 - -H h u0 = 
at ax oy 

azi 1!:I.. [ a2u i o2u i l 
-g ox· +If L 2 ox" 2 + ay" 2 ' 

(33) 

[ av i . OV i . av i . rT • rT • ·] ( at + Auo ax· +A Vo ay· + fTu1 + Ji V1 - Hh Vo = 

azi 1!:I.. [ o2v i a2v i l 
-gay· + ( L 2 ax* 2 + oy* 2 ' 

(34) 

2 oZi oh* ah· oui avi -
r-. +-a-+-a-+-. +-. -0, 

ot x ~ ax oy 
(35) 

where A = UZ, being the ratio of the tidal excursion to the topographic length scale, is the crucial 

parameter later on. From (35) it is evident that for€ << l in first approximation we have 

a • • a • • 
-. (h +ui) + -. (h +v 1 ) = 0 , (36) 
ox ay 

so that to this order in€ the perturbation field to first order in 8 behaves as if it has a rigid upper sur
face. As to the momentum balance it appears from (34) and (35) that Z 1 = const = 0 to zeroth 
order in€, pressure gradients only entering the dynamic balance in higher orders. 

Returning now to the dimensional equations we are in a position for the final step, taking the curl 
of (29) and (30). Introducing the perturbation vorticity field to first order in 8: 

OV1 au1 
11(xi}',X,Y,t) = ox - oy (37) 

separating fast and slow variables, we obtain to zeroth order in If: 

0'11 0'11 0'11 OU I ov I r r [ oh oh l 
...::.:i.. + uo...::..:i... + vo...::..:i... + /(- + -) + -11 + - uo- - vo- = 
ot ox oy ox oy H H 2 oy ox 

(38) 

[~ ~i µ 2 + 2 • 
ax ay 

Making use of (36) in its dimensional form, (38) reads: 

l:!z. + u0.h + v0.h + ..!:.. 11 - µ (h + ~) = 
ot ax oy H ox2 oy2 
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L ah ah r ah ah 
(uo- + vo-) - -(uo- - v0-) , 

H ax ay H 2 ay ax 
(39) 

where we have put the two basic vorticity generation mechanisms in the right-hand side. Evidently 
the assumptions of small amplitude topography and of multiple length scales have reduced the non
linear starting point, eqs. (l) - (3), to the readily solvable quasi-linear equation (39) in which the velo
city vector (u0,v 0) is prescribed in its "local" form as discussed in deriving (15) and (16). 

3. FOURIER TRANSFORMED SOLUTION 

In vector form (39) reads: 

~ + ilo- \11) + ~ 1) - µV' 21) = fltt0. \lh - ~2 (i10 X \lh ).j , 

where j is the vertical unit vector. 

(40) 

For given i10(t), independent of the 'fast' coordinates x and y (the local approach), we solve (40) 
by introducing the Fourier transformations: 

1)(X,t) = f j fJ(k,t )e -ili'.x dk , 

h ("%) = J jfz(k )e-;li:x dk , 

(41) 

(42) 

where the integrals are over all of the wave number space. Of course, for a specific topography, h (x) 
is prescribed as well. Substituting ( 41) and ( 42) in ( 40) gives 

a-n .- r 2 A ih - r - -:' ar - (1k.i10 - H - pk )1) = -H{filo-k - H(k Xi10).;} (43) 

Let now i10 be given as an elliptically polarized current 

ilo= [+(i;~::~] · (44) 

where E is the ellipticity, which should not be confused with the perturbation parameter introduced 
earlier. Transforming to polar coordinates such that 

k = [~ :~::] (45) 

(43) reads: 

~; -[ikU{(E2-l)sin20+1},,,,sin(at±a1) - ~ - µk 2]"i) = 

il~-Ji [ - f { ((2 - 1) sin20+ I} 112 sin (at ±a1)± ~ { (l -(2) sin20 + (2 } v, cos (at +a2)] , 

where 

a1 = arctg (e tg 0) , a2 = arctg [ t: 8 ] 

Introducing the following scaling and dimensionless parameters: 

~ ~ ~ / f, h ~ h / H, t ~ at +a1 , 

k ~ kV {(e2 - l)sin20+ 1} 1
'\ 

" 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 
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(46) can be written as: 

~ -(ik sint -7"1 -T3k 2}fJ = ihk { -sint + T2 F(O,()cos(t ±o:2±(-a1)} , (49) 

where all variables are understood as being scaled according to (48). In (49) 

F(O,() = { (l-~)sin2,o + f.2 }'"' . 
(~- l)sin~o+ I 

(50) 

Both terms in the right-hand side of (49) still describe the two basic vorticity production mechanisms, 
viz. planetary vortex-stretching and differential bottom friction (Zimmerman, 1978, 1980). Mathemat
ically it is more convenient to regard the right-hand side of (49) as the sum of a contribution propor
tional to sin t and one proportional to cos t, in which case, generally, both production mechanisms 
are mixed up depending on the values of a 1 and a2• In the case of a circularly polarized velocity vec
tor rt0, however, we have a convenient mathematical and physical separation in the right-hand side of 
(49) since then 

( = l , F(O,t) = l , o: 1 = 0:2 = 0, T3 = ~ u (51) 

We also drop the distinction between left and right oriented current in (44). Its effect can always be 
traced by giving T2 in (49) and further on a different sign. Choosing in (44) for the minus sign, we 
obtain for ( 49) 

(52) 

It is easy to see that a solution of (52) can readily be transformed to one of the more general equation 
(49), so that from here on we pursue with the case of a circularly polarized "undisturbed" current 
velocity vector. We now solve for the non-transient solution of (52) in two steps. 

3.1. Quasi-Lagrangean solution 
Equation (52) suggests the following transformation: 

f,(k ,f) = W(k ,f )e -ik COS! 

Since this is equivalent to introducing a coordinate transformation 

x' = x + f rt0 dt 

(53) 

(54) 

in physical space (i.e. in eq. (40)) we call w(k ,t) the quasi-Lagrangean (Fourier transformed) vorticity, 
as it describes the vorticity seen by an observer moving with the "undisturbed" flow. Then (52) 
reads: 

~~ + b(k) w = a(k) eikcost { sint +T2 cost} , (55) 

where 

a(k) = -ikh, b(k) = 7"1 + T3k 2 • (56) 

Writing w< 1> for the vorticity driven by the term sin t of the nonhomogeneous term in (55) and w<2> for 
the term cost, employing the Fourier series 

(57) 
n=-oo 

where Jn is a Bessel function of the first kind of order n, the nontransient solutions for cPl and r,P> 
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read: 
00 

w< 1)=a(k) L c/>~n(k,b)eint, (58) 
n=-co 

(59) 

00 

w(2) = a <k )'r2 L c/>~2 )<k ,b )eint , (60) 
n=-oo 

·n-1 
l J '(k) 

b(k)+in n · 
(61) 

Note that the quasi - Lagrangean vorticity field all higher harmonics of the fundamental frequencli 
are present. It can also be seen that for n = 0, the residual vorticity field w< 1> vanishes whereas w< l 
will be different from zero. Hence topographic stretching of planetary vortex lines does not produce a 
Lagrangean residual current up to this order in o = h /H. Any Lagrangean residual field is due to 
differential bottom friction. 

3.2. Eulerian solution 
Combining (58) - (61) with (53) gives the Fourier transformed Eulerian vorticity field. After some 
rearranging of terms we have fi = fi(t) + fj<2>, where 

00 

fi(I) = a(k) L if;~'>(k,b)e-inr , 
n=-oo 

·-n oo 
..p~I)(k,b) = __ l - L 

k m =-oo 

00 

Ti<2) = a <k )72 L 1/;~2)(k ,b )e -int' 
n=-co 

00 

1/;A2)(k,b) = i-(n+I) L 
m=-oo 

J~(k)Jm+n(k) 
b(k )+im 

(62) 

(63) 

(64) 

(65) 

Note that in contrast to the quasi-Lagrangean solution (58)-(59), the Eulerian solution connected with 
topographic planetary vortex stretching, (62)-(63), now contains a nonvanishing residual component 
for n =O. This means that if we regard the quasi-Lagrangean residual solution as the Eulerian one 
plus a correction, connected with the "Stokes drift" (Zimmerman, 1979), the latter completely offsets 
the Eulerian residual field in the quasi-Lagrangean frame of reference. 

In the next chapter we provide a further analysis of the solutions (58) - (61) and (62) - (65) by look
ing at the various asymptotic regimes of the transfer functions (59), (61), (63) and (65). 

4. ASYMPTOTIC REGIMES 

In this chapter we give a detailed description of the asymptotic behaviour of the transfer functions 
(59), (61), (63) and (65), for limiting values of the parameters k and b. First we write (63) and (65) 
as an explicit sum in terms of Bessel functions. By using well-known properties of these functions the 
approximations are easily obtained. 

It is convenient to consider the absolute values of #/> of (63), (65). Using 
J -n(z) = (-ltln(z) ,n = 0,1, ···,we infer that l1f1~ill = 11'1\!hl,J = 1,2. Hence we introduce 

ay> (k,b) = 1-.P~~ (k,b)I, J = 1,2, n = 0,1, · · ·. (66) 

We suppose throughout that k ,b E[O,oo) with b given in (56). 
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4. 1. Summing a series of Bessel functions 
To give an explicit summation for the series in (63), (65) it is useful to consider a basic series of the 
form 

00 

Rm(a,k) = ~ 
n=-oo 

where m eZ,aeZ. 
We have the following result: 

Rm(a,k) = -.--. m 
'TT { J a(k) J m -ik) 

Sln<X'TT (-1) J a-m (k )./ _,.(k) 

m;;;;.o 

mo;;;;O 

(67) 

(68) 

A proof of a more general result can be found in Newberger (1982), with a correction in Bakker & 
Temme (1984). A direct proof of (68) can be obtained by considering the integral 

1 j J - 11(k)./m+v(k) 
-2 . ( ( dv , 

7Ti L sm 'Tl'P). v+a) 

with Im a =i= 0, m ;;;;. 0, and L = L+ UL_ with 

L± = {v = µ+ivol-oo<µ<oo , O<vo < llm al}. 

By shifting L+(L_) upwards (downwards) we pass the pole at v = -a. When v0~oo the contribu
tions from L ± vanish, which follows from 

J ,,(z) ,..._, (f z )'I f(v+ 1), J _.(z) ,..._, ! ctz )-'f(v) ' P~OO, largvl <'TI'' z fixed 

So we are left with residues at v = -a, v = n , n eZ, and the result (68,m ~O) easily follows. The 
above restriction llm al=i=O can be replaced by a ~ Z (by using the principle of analytic continua
tion). The result for negative m -values in (68) follows from (67) by using 

00 J-n-m(k)J_n(k) +I 
R - m ( a,k) = ~ = ( - 1 r Rm ( - a,k ), 

n=-oo -n +a 

where we used 

To express (63), (65) in terms of Rm we write 

(I) _ ;-n oo _J,£__ _ ;1-n 
I/In (k,b)- k ~ [1+ m -ib Vm(k)./m+n(k)- k [c5o,n + ib Rn(-ib,k)], 

m=-oo 

where c5m,n is Kronecker's symbol and where we used 
00 

~ Jm(k)./m+n(k) = c5o,n ' 
m=-oo 

(Watson, 1944, p. 30). 
By using J~(k) = 1Vn +1(k)- 1n-1(k)], (65) can be written as 

1[;~2)(k ,b) = -+i-n [Rn+ 1(l -ib ,k) - Rn-1(- l -ib ,k )]. 

Expressing the functions Rm in terms of Bessel functions, by means of (68), we arrive at the following 
results: 
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(!) _ i_ _ wb ] 
lfo (k,b) - k[I sinh(wb) Jif,(k)J_;b(k), 

-i 1 -n wb 
k sinh('7Tb) ln+ib(k)J_ib(k), 

1T d 
2isinh('7Tb) dk [l;b(k)J _ib(k)] 

i 'TT = sinh(TTb) Re[Jib(k)l1-;b(k)], 

·-n -l 

lf~2)(k,b) = ~1 h b ln+ib(k) J'_ib(k), n ;;.I. 
sm (77 ) 

So we obtain for the functions defined in ( 66) : 

o) - 1-1 - '7Tb I Go (k,b) - k I sinh('TTb/ib(k)l-;b(k), 

G62l(k,b) = sinh~'7Tb)I Re{l1-;b(k)l;b(k)}I. 

and for 

n = 1,2, · · ·: 

c;1l(k,b)= 7Tb llib(k)l~+;h(k)I, 
ksinh('7Tb) 

Gn(2)(k,b) = 'TT I j' (k) J (k)I sinh('7Tb) ib n +ib . 

4. 2. Asymptotic expansions for k --70 

n;;. I , 

(69) 

(70) 

(71) 

This case is rather elementary. By using the well-known series expansion of the Bessel-function J .(z ), 
viz. 

oo (-±z 2t 
J.(z)=(tz)" 2: If(+ +I)' 

n =O n. n v 
(72) 

the following results are easily obtained. We recall that b in (56) is defined by 

b(k) = 'Tj + 'T3k 2. (73) 

For the functions introduced in (59), (61) we have 

i<t>~~(k,b)I = <fky- 1 ~ ~ [I+0(k 2)J, n - 1,2, .. · ,J = 1,2. (74) 
n. n +T1 

The function ~I) vanishes identically and for ~2l we have 

l~2>(k ,b )I = -2k [l +0(k 2)]. 
'TJ 

(75) 

For the functions defined in (66) we have by using (70), (71) and (72): 

lk lk 
2 2 Gb1l(k ,b) = I +~ 12 [l +0(k2)], Gb2l(k ,b) = --- [1 +0(k2)] , 

• 'T] (1 + 'Tf) 
(76) 

and for j = 1,2, n = 1,2,3, · · · , we have 
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I 

GnU>(k ,b) = +(fk t- 1((1 +Tf) · · · (n 2+Tr)t2[1 +0(k2)]. (77) 

Evidently this implies for small k - i.e. a large topographic length scale compared to the tidal excur
sion - the residual vorticity is proportional to the first derivative of the bottom slope. 

4.3. Asymptotic expansions for k~oo. 
It is necessary to distinquish between the cases T3 > 0 and T3 = 0. When T3 > 0 the order of the 
Bessel functions Jn+;b(k), etc., appearing in (70), (71), (72) is large as well, see (73). Since the ratio 
order/argument is large, (72) can be used if T3 > O; if T3 = 0 the well-known asymptotic expansions 
of the Bessel functions should be used. The latter case is somewhat more complicated the first one. 

4.3.J. T3 > 0 
For a first approximation we replace b of (73) by T3k 2. The following results follow from (76), (77) 
just by replacing T1 by T3k 2 and Tf+n 2 by T}k 4: 

c&1>(k,b) = +T3- 2k- 3[1+0(k- 2)] ' 

c&2>(k,b) = +T3- 3k- 5[1+(9(k- 2>1 ' (78) 

GnU>(k,b) = i-nT3-n k-n-I[l+(9(k-2)), n;;;;;.l,)=1,2. 

For the functions of (59), (61) we need 
I 

J,(z) = [2/('1Tz)]2 {P(v,z)cos x - Q(v,z) sinx} , (79) 

where 

x=z-(tv+i)'1T, P(v,z)= 1+0(z-2), Q(v,z)=0(z- 1) as z~oo. 

Hence we obtain 
I 

q,~ll(k ,b) = nk3 (9 (k -2) ' 
T3 

(80) 

I 

q,~2)(k ,b) = 1k2 (9 (k -2) 
T3 

4.3.2. T3 = 0 
By using (79) with b = Ti. we have 

ln+;b(k)J_;b(k)- :k [cos(+'7Tn+b'7Ti)+sin(2k-t'7Tn)]. 

It follows that 

Gbl>(k b)......., _!_(l- b{cosh('7Tb)+sin(2k)} ) 
' k k sinh('7Tb) ' 

(81) 

a&2>(k,b),.,,, I co~~k) 1, 

and 
I 

Gfll(k,b)......., 2 • b [cos(2k) + sinh2('7Tb)]2 , 
k s1nh('1Tb) 
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G 12) (k ,b) ...._ . 1 [cosh('1Tb) - sin(2k )] , 
ksmh(?Tb) 

(82) 

2 b [cosh(7Tb) + sin(2k )) , 
k sinh(?Tb) 

I 

Gfl(k ,b) ...._ . 1 . [cos2(2k) + sinh2('1Tb))2. 
k smh(7Tb) 

For the <t>Y)- functions we have similar results as in (80), with T3k 2 replaced by T1. Comparing both 
results for the q,- functions or comparing (78) and (81) , we see that the vorticity response functions 
tend to zero, irrespective of lateral viscosity being introduced or not (T3 > 0 or T3 = 0), but of course 
more strongly so if lateral viscosity is present ( T3 >0). 

4.4. Asymptotic expansion for T1-0,oo (T3 = 0). 
In this case we keep k fixed; for b of (73) we have b = T1 = r / (H a),T2 = r /(HJ), see (48), and 
we consider b, or Ti. as an asymptotic parameter. 

4.4.J. b-o 
From the representations (70), (71) we obtain 

Gb1l(k,b) = ![1-J6(k)] + 19(b), 

Gb2) (k ,b) = ! If 0(k )J 1(k )I + 19(1) , 

G~ 1 l(k ,b) = ! II o(k Vn (k )I + 19(b) , 

cP>ck ,b > = ! 11~Ck)1" Ck )I + 19(1). 

The results for q,f;i> are readily obtained from their definitions (59), (60): 

l<Pb2)(k ,b )I = ! 11 ~<k )I + 0(1), 

l<1>~ 1 >ck,b)I = ! IJnCk)I + 19(b), 

l<t>~2>ck ,b )I = l. 
n 

11;(k)i + l'\(b). 

(83) 

(84) 

Evidently the en<'> functions have a nonzero finite value for the bottom friction going to zero. In 
fact the same applies to the vorticity described by the GP) functions, as can be seen in (64) where T2 
multiplies 1 / b in (83). As both b =T1 and Tz are proportional to the bottom friction parameter r 
(see (48)), the final result for r,<2) remains finite (and nonzero). 

4.4.2. b-oo. 
As in section 4.2 the starting point is (72). For fixed k it gives the asymptotic expansion of J;b (k ), 
etc. The results of section 4.2 can be copied just by stressing the role of T1 = b as a large parameter. 
We have 

Gb1)(k,b) = tkb- 2 [l+r9(b- 2)], 

(85) 
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Hence, as could be expected, for increasing bottom friction all vorticity response functions tend to 
zero, irrespective of whether they represent vorticity production by vortex stretching, the G~ 1 >'s, or by 
differential bottom friction, the Gn<2>'s. 

4.5. Asymptotic regimes, primitive perturbation series and harmonic truncation 
The asymptotic analysis of the preceeding section clearly shows that the response functions (63) and 
(65) have a maximum for k = 0(1). We now compare these results for the exact solution with 
approximate solutions of (52). 

4. 5.1. Primitive perturbations series 
Suppose that one regards the (linearized) advection term, - ik r, sin t , in the left-hand side of (52) as 
a perturbation as one would do in the case of a full nonlinear problem. In that case it is easily seen 
that to zeroth order the nontransient solution of 

a· 
~o + b(k)fio = a(k){ sint + -r2 cost } 

reads 

fib 1l = a(k) {b(k)sint - cost} 
I +b 2(k) 

T2a(k) . r,62> = {smt + b cost} , 
l+b 2(k) 

whereas to first order the solution of 

and 

reads: 

a· (I) k (k) 
....2!!_ + b(k m< 1> = i a {b(k )sint - cost} ot I 1 +b2(k) 

- 1- + b(k)fij2> = sint+b(k )cost 
of/(2) ik T2a (k) { } 

a1 1 +b2(k > 

r,l 1> = ika~k) l+ ++(b2(k)+2) cos2t -(fb(k)+ l)sin2t] , 
1 +b (k) 

(2) T2ika (k) I 3 I 2 
TJ• = [-+-(b(k) cos2t +(-b (k)- l)sin2t] . 

I J+b2(k) 2 2 2 

(86) 

(87) 

(88) 

(89) 

(90) 

(91) 

(92) 

If now b 2(k) = constant , i.e. -r3 = 0, then for k-+0 the asymptotic regime for r,j1·2> is the same as 
for (62) - (65). However for k-+oo we now have 

11f1·2) 
a(k) ,...,, k ' (93) 

up to a multiplicative constant, in contrast to the asymptotic regime of (63) and (65) for n = 0, for 
which we found in (81 ), -k - 1• Evidently the approach of a primitive perturbation series leads to a 
continuous increase in response for k-+oo, in contrast to the exact result which locates the optimum 
response at k = <9(1). 
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4.5.2. Harmonic truncation 
Another approach to solving (52), used for instance by Loder (1980), is to write the solution for 11 first 
as a harmonic series: 

. . + . it + . 2it + T/ = T/o ri1e 112e ...... , (94) 

and then to truncate the series at same order, in which case (52) leads to a set of n coupled linear 
equations that can subsequently be solved. As one is usually interested in the residual vorticity 110 in 
(94), the lowest non-trivial truncation is 

i1 = 110 + 111eir . (95) 

Substituting this in (52), neglecting terms proportional to e2i1 , one then finds for the residual vorticity, 
again subdivided in 1761) and 1762l: 

;,<ll _ l ika(k) _ • (2) / T (96) 
·10 - 1 1 +b2(k )+fk 2 - T/o 2 

As can be seen, taking b(k)=const, now both for k-+0 and k-+oo the asymptotic behaviour of 
1161•2> / a(k) is the same as for (63) and (65), albeit with the absence of oscillatory behaviour. This 
means that at first sight harmonic truncation, producing the right response peak for k = 19(1), is a 
much better approximation to the exact result than a primitive perturbation series. This is particularly 
encouraging for situations where an exact result cannot be obtained, for instance in the case of finite 
amplitude topography (Loder, 1980). However we shall show in the next chapter, on the Fourier 
back-transformation, that the asymptotic agreement between (96) and (76), (81) is still no guarantee 
that for specific bottom profiles there is agreement between the shapes of the residual velocity field 
after back-transformation. 

5. FOURIER BACK-TRANSFORMATION FOR A STEP PROFILE 

Having obtained the exact solutioI_!: of (52) for 11(k ,t) we obtain the vorticity field ri(x ,t) in physical 
space by applying (41), assuming h(k) to be known. We shall discuss the back-transformation for a 
specific one-dimensional profile that approaches the Heaviside step function if a parameter 
approaches infinity. The relevance of such a profile is evident from the work of Loder (1980) on resi
dual currents at a shelf break. Let h (x) be given as 

h (x) = h. arctanA.x , (97) 

where h. is the dimensionless step height. If A-+oo, h (x) becomes the step function. Evidently 

ah M. =---ax ;\2x 2+I 
(98) 

so that 

a(k) = -ikh(k) = fh.e-k /">-. • (99) 

From hereon our interest is mainly in the shape of the residual velocity profile v (x) over the step, 
rather than the residual vorticity. Dropping the 0 subscripts, the relationship between v and T/ is sim
ply 

av 
.,, = 3x" ' (100) 

hence 

17(k) = -ikV(k) . (101) 

Since 
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(102) 

we have 

(103) 

where the superscript has the same meaning as in (62), (64). Thus after back-transformation the resi
dual velocity profile of the current along the isobaths is: 

00 

vV>(x) = i J a(k)k- 11/;/j>(k)eikxdk (104) 
-oo 

00 

= if h'(~)FV>(x -~)d~ , (105) 
-oo 

where 

00 

FV>(x) = J k- 1 1/1/l>(k)eikxdk (106) 
-oo 

Zimmerman (1981) discussed two limits of (105) for i\-O and i\-oo. It can easily be seen that for 
i\-O (up to a multiplication constant) 

(i) Ah. 
v (x) ,...,, -i\-2x_2_+_1 ' (107) 

which follows from (105) and the asymptotic behaviour of k- 1 1/;~i-J>(k) for k-O. In this limit, which 
physically means that the tidal excursion is much smaller than the stepwidth, the residual velocity 
profile is simply the mirror image of the bottom slope. More interesting is the other extremum, i\-oo, 
which means a step-width much smaller than the tidal excursion. In that case 

ah I 
- - '1Th.8(x) , a(k) - 2h• , (108) ax 

hence 

(109) 

Therefore, in this case, we have to deal with the Fourier back-transform defined by (106). This is the 
subject of the next sections. 

5.1. Quasi-Langrangean residual velocity profile 
As in chapter 3 we solve for the Eulerian residual velocity field after first having obtained the quasi
Lagrangean residual velocity profile at the step. Analogously to (100) - (103), using (58) - (61), and 
taking the limit i\-oo the quasi Lagrangean residual velocity denoted by w (x) is given by: 

• 00 

wV>(x) = ~h. J k- 1cf>U>(k)eikxdk (110) 
-oo 

As from (59), ~1 > = 0, we are left with 

(2) I Joo J ~ (k) ikx 
w (x) = -2h•Ti kb(k) e dk , 

-oo 

(111) 

which for b ( k ) = const ( T3 = 0) reads 
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co 

w<2>(x) = h· 1'2b -1 J J 1(k) k - I eikx dk ' 
-co 

or 

{0
2h. T2b - 1 v' 1 - x 2 , Ix I ~ 1 , 

w<2>(x) = I x I > 1 . (112) 

Evidently by excluding vorticity diffusion (1'3 = 0) the quasi Langrangean residual velocity field has a 
finite width which for a step topography is exactly equal to the tidal excursion. We shall see that this 
structure is also present in the Eulerian residual velocity field. For T3=r6=0 vorticity diffusion evenly 
spreads the velocity profile, which for Ix I> I can then be shown to read 

where I 1(z) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, order I. This result follows from residue 
calculus by considering the integral 

J 1(z )eizx 

J 2 dz ' 
C z(T1+1'3Z) 

where C is composed of the interval (-R ,R] and the semi-circle Re;8(0.;;;;.0.;;;;.7T), with R large. If 
x >I the function eizx J i(z) is exponentially small in the upper half plane. So the contribution to the 
integral due to the semi-circle will vanish when R-oo. For x = 1 the proof is also valid and for 
x < - I we need a semi-circle in the lower half plane. 

If Ix I< I we are not able to express w<2>(x) in terms of known special functions. For fixed 
x E ( - I, I) we have for small values of 7'3 the expansion 

w<2>(x) = 2h • ..2. Vl - x 2 [1-..'.2_ (1- x 2)-2 + l.9(T})]. 
7'1 7'1 

This formally follows from (111) by expanding l / b in powers of T3. It can be justified by a more 
detailed analysis, which will not be given here. 

5.2. Eulerian residual velocity field at a step 
In the next subsections we evaluate the Fourier transforms of tJ!Y>(k ,b) / k for the special case 
1'3 = 0, i.e., b (k) = T1 = constant. We only consider n = 0. The functions 

FJ>(x) = ~ j tJ!f/l(k,b) k- 1 eikx dk , j = 1,2, 
I 
-co 

(113) 

are expressed in terms of Legendre functions. We also give a representation in terms of hyper
geometric functions. First we will show that the functions in (113) vanish identically outside the x -
interval ( - 2,2). 

To prove this consider the integral 

J tJ!f/>(z ,b )z- 1 eizx dz , 
0 

where Cr consists of the following parts: C, = C,(I) U C/2l, with 

c,< 1> = {zl-r.;;;;.z.;;;;.r}' cp> = {zl z =rei 8, o.;;;;.o.;;;;.'TT}, 

and where r is a positive real number. Now we use (81) with k replaced by the complex number 
z E cp>(r large ) . It follows that the function eizx dominates ltJ!f!l(z ,b )I in the upper half plane 
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Irnz >0 when x > 2. For x < - 2 we can use a contour in the lower half plane. So, if x > 2, the z -
integral over Cr (which vanishes identically since there is no singularity in the finite domain with 
boundary Cr) equals the integral over cp> in the limit r~oo. Also if x = +2 this is true, due to 

l/i//>(z ,b) Z - I eizx = e(z - 2), Z E C,<2l. 

So we obtain 

FVl(x) = O , xE0;-2orx~2. (l 14) 

having the same physical explanation as for (112). 
In the remaining subsections we consider ( 113) for x E ( - 2,2). 

5.2.1. Elaboration of p<2>(x) 
Since Vi//>(k ,b) / k are even functions of k, the Fourier transform (l 10) is a cosine transform. Using 
(69) we obtain 

__:!__ (2) - - 'TTX Joo 
dxF (x) - sinh('TTb) o J;b(k)./ _;b(k) coskx dk. 

From Gradsthein & Ryzhik (1965, p. 732) we have 

fx p<2l(x) = 2sin:~'1Tb) p;b-t (Ix 2 - l). 

Using the well-known relation 

z ..!. 
f p ,(t)dt -(l-z2) 2 P,- 1(z), z E(-1,1), 
I 

we can integrate the equation for dP2l(x) / dx into 
I 

(2) 'TT 2 I 4 l - I ( I 2 
F (x) = 2 . h( b) [x -4x ) P.b ..!. zX -1). sin 'TT 1 -2 

The Legendre function is associated with the so-called conical functions. It is real, although one of 
the parameters is complex. For numerical computations it is convenient to have a representation in 
the form of a series. This can be obtained by writing the Legendre function as a hypergeometric 
function (Gradshtein & Ryzhik, 1965, p. 999) : 

'1T(l -ix2) 
p{2l(x) = F (..!.-ib .l+;b·2·1-.lx2) sinh( '1Tb) 2 I i , i ' ' 4 • 

With the familiar expansion of the 2F 1-function we can write this as 

'11(1-ix 2) oo (f-ib)n(I+ib)n 
E'2>(x) = . h( b) ~ (2) 1 (1-ix 2t, (115) 

sin 'TT n =O n n. 

where (a)n = f(a+n)/f(a), n = 0,1, · · ·. This series is useful for values of x near +2, but it 
converges for all x E[-2,2). For x = 0 we have by using 

F ( b l) f(c) f(c -a -b) Re(c -a -b)>O 
2 1 a, ;c; = f(c-a) f(c-b)' ' 

the value of p<2>(0), i.e., 

(116) 
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From (115) we infer that limlxlt2 P 2)(x) = 0, so p<2>(x) is continuous at x = ±2. 
For x ~o we can use a transformation for the hypergeometric function (Abramowitz & Stegun, 

1964, p. 559, formula 15.3.11), which gives in our case: 

oo d + ib )n d· - ib )n 
pl2)(x) = pl2l(Q) + *x 2coth('1Tb) n~O n !(n + l)! ( ix2t X (117) 

X [ln*x 2-it{n +1)-it{n +2)+ o/<f+n +ib)+o/<f+n -ib)]. 

If it{% + ib) + ..p ( f- ib) is available, then the remaining terms are easily computed by recursion. 

Representations (115) and (117) are convenient starting points for numerical evaluation of p<2>(x ). 
The graph of the function (for b =I ) is shown in figure 5.1. 

5.2.2. Elaboration of P 1)(x) 
The function }'(1)(x) defined in (113) cannot be expressed in terms of a single Legendre function or a 
Gauss hypergeometric function, as was possible in the previous case. We express pO>(x) in terms of 
an integral of p<2>(x ), from which representation numerical evaluation is easily performed. 

By using the relations in (69) we obtain 

d2 d 
x-F(l>(x) = -2bdx p<2>(x). 

dx 2 

Hence 

-2bF<2>(x) = x ~ p(ll(x) - p(ll(x)+F0>(0)-2bF<2l(O), 

where we use lim,x dd £l1>(x) = O; note that pU>(x) is even in x. 
X-+0 X 

The value p<2>(0) is given in (116). The value of p(ll(O) follows from (113), (69), giving 

00 2 00 

}'( 1l(O) = 4 ~ 2 m 2 j k- 2 J:?:i(k)dk. 
m=I b +m o 

(118) 

The integrals are special cases of the Weber-Schafheitlin integrals. From Gradshteyn & Ryhzik (1965, 
p. 692) we obtain 

4 00 2 
p(l>(O) = - ~ im 2 

'IT m=I b +m 
--,.... _ 8b coth('1Tb) 
m 2-.!. - 1 +4b2 

4 

It follows that the constant F< 1l(0)-2bF2l(Q) in (118) equals zero, so we are left with the equation 

..E._ p(ll(x) = _ 2!?_ p<2>(x ). (119) 
dx x x 2 

Integration gives 

2 

p(ll(x) = 2bx f C 2 p<2>md~' (120) 
x 

which is the desired relation between p(l>(x) and F<2>(x ). If we integrate (119) with initial value 
x = 0, we first write it as 

..E._ p(l>(x )- p!ll(O) 

dx x 

which gives as a final result 



x 
pO>(x) = pn>(O) + 2bx J ~- 2[F<2l(O)-F(2>m1 d~ +ex, 

0 

where c follows from p0>(2) = 0. A graph of pO>(x) is shown in figure 5.2 (b =I). 

2 2 

1 

-2 

Fig. 5.1. Graph of F 2(x) Fig. 5.2. Graph of F<l)(x) 

5.3. Harmonic truncation and back-transformation 
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2 

Using (97) the residual velocity profile in the limit A-+OO for the approximate solution of (52) by har
monic truncation as discussed in chapter 4.5.2. reads: 

where 

6. = I 
(l+b2) 

It is interesting to compare this result with (114). The exact residual velocity profile (for T3 = 0) van
ishes for Ix I> 2, whereas the result obtained by harmonic truncation gives a residual velocity field that 
vanishes at infinity. Evidently the fact that r,v> has the right asymptotic behaviour if harmonic trun
cation is applied is no guarantee for a sound residual velocity profile after back-transformation. In 
fact the method of harmonic truncation induces a spurious diffusive effect in its approximate solution. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown that by an appropriate quasi linearization of the vorticity equation, the exact shape of 
the residual current velocity profile at a step like bottom slope can be obtained in the limit of small 
amplitude topography. The profile vanishes outside a region given by twice the tidal excursion, cen
tered at the step, if lateral vorticity diffusion is excluded. This result is contrary to the approximate 
results obtained by the method of harmonic truncation in which case the residual velocity profile falls 
off exponentially at both sides of the step (Loder, I 980). It is shown here that these differences in 
behaviour can be reduced to the different forms of the vorticity response functions in wave number 
space in both cases. Whereas these are simple rational functions if harmonic truncation is used, these 
are shown here to be intricate sums of products of Bessel functions. Even though the asymptotic 
behaviour of both kind of response functions is similar, our results demonstrate that in calculating the 
shape of the residual current velocity profile for a specific bottom topography one has to use the exact 
response functions in terms of Bessel function products if one wishes to avoid a spurious spreading 
out of the velocity profile in physical space. 
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